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We investigate temperature-dependent evolutions of ferroelectric domain distributions in a strained

BiFeO3 thin film by using an optical second harmonic generation (SHG) technique. At room tem-

perature, the azimuth-dependent SHG intensity has two maximal lobes at 45 and 225� which reflect

the MC crystallographic phase. As the temperature increases up to above 400 K, we observed clear

signatures of the MC-MA phase transition; the SHG intensity exhibits an abrupt change, and the

maximal SHG intensity appears at different azimuth angles being rotated by þ90 or �90� depend-

ing on the sample position. From the areal mapping of the SHG intensity with a diffraction-limited

spatial resolution, we found that the domain distribution undergoes a large change across the phase

transition in the first heating run, but afterwards, it remains almost the same upon the successive

phase transitions in both cooling and heating runs. We discuss such random or deterministic selec-

tion of the polarization directions of ferroelectric domains in terms of Kittel’s law and the free

energy landscape in each phase. Published by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5040726

Although a number of multiferroic materials have been

found and extensively studied for the magnetoelectric func-

tional devices, BiFeO3 (BFO) has attracted intense interest

as it endows an extremely large ferroelectric polarization of

�100 lC/cm2 and a multiferroicity at room temperature.1,2

In particular, when BFO is grown as a thin film form, the

strain control can be an efficient tool to engineer its ferro-

electric properties.3,4 While BFO usually takes a rhombohe-

dral phase in its bulk form, a compressive strain stabilizes a

tetragonal-like phase which is highly elongated along the c-

axis with a strong out-of-plain polarization.5,6 Polymorphic

phases with variations from original tetragonal and rhombo-

hedral BFO often coexist in highly strained thin films, and

their morphotropic phase boundary can host intriguing prop-

erties, such as a highly electromechanical state6,7 and a lower

symmetry triclinic phase8 originating from the flexoelectric

effect. It is also known that additional phase transitions can

occur within the strained phases,9,10 and a temperature-

induced MC-MA phase transition is one of such examples.11,12

Here, MC and MA phases are classified by the monoclinic

structure with the point group m, and a ferroelectric polariza-

tion of each phase is constrained in the (010) and (1�10)

planes, respectively. In these respects, the tetragonal-like

strained BFO (T-BFO) provides a unique chance to investi-

gate intriguing properties related to the ferroelectricity and

phase competitions.

Several local probing techniques have been adopted to

investigate such domain/phase coexistence and/or competi-

tions in real space,6,13,14 and optical second harmonic genera-

tion (SHG) microscopy also can provide crucial information

about the local structural symmetry related to the ferroelectric

domains. Ferroelectric systems usually exhibit a strong SHG

owing to the electrical dipole contribution in their non-

centrosymmetric phases,15 and this technique has provided

several useful information about BFO. Wang et al. reported

that the BFO thin films can have a variation of the structural

symmetry between 4 mm and m depending on the film thick-

ness.16 Also, the SHG microscopy technique is used to inves-

tigate the symmetry of the ferroelectric domains of the

films,17–19 two-dimensional flakes,20 and also the nematic

phase of the spin-orbit coupled single crystal.21

In this paper, we report the domain evolution upon the

temperature-dependent phase transition in a strained tetragonal-

like BiFeO3 film by using second harmonic generation

microscopy. To distinguish the domain structure with differ-

ent in-plane polarizations, we adopted a normal-incidence

geometry where we expect to observe distinct anisotropic pat-

terns depending on the polarization directions. We found

clear signatures of the MC-MA phase transition around 400 K

which is accompanied by a rotation of the in-plane ferroelec-

tric polarization axis. From the areal mapping of the SHG

response, we observed an extremely large-sized superdomain

in the MC phase for the as-grown sample. Upon the first heat-

ing run crossing the MC-MA phase transition, a single super-

domain in the MC phase evolves into several small-sized

domains in the MA phase with a random selection of four

possible polarization axes. Upon the consecutive temperature

variations crossing the phase transition, we found that a given

position of the sample remains to have the same polarization

axis for the superdomain in the MC phase and the single

domain in the MA phase. We discuss such random or deter-

ministic selection of the polarization directions of ferroelec-

tric domains in terms of Kittel’s law and the free energy

landscape in each phase.

A pulsed laser deposition technique was used to grow a

32 nm thick BiFeO3 film on a LaAlO3(001) substrate. Surfacea)Author to whom correspondence should be addressed: jsl@gist.ac.kr
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morphology and ferroelectric polarization distribution were

characterized by atomic force microscopy (AFM) and lateral

piezoresponse force microscopy (LPFM), respectively. To

monitor a clear image for the domain distribution, we used a

sample piece with Pr0.5Ca0.5MnO3 which is prepared as a bot-

tom electrode. Figure 1(a) shows an AFM result on an area of

2.5� 5 lm2 exhibiting a good quality of the sample surface

with a uniform terrace structure which covers an entire mea-

sured area. Figure 1(b) shows an LPFM image covering the

same area of the AFM measurement. The lateral scanned

image shows the in-plane ferroelectric domain structure; a

clear stripe pattern is observed consistently with previous

reports.10,12 The spontaneous polarization in the MC phase lies

in the (010) plane, and the 90-degree domain is formed by con-

sidering the polarization projected onto the in-plane as

depicted in Figs. 1(g) and 1(h).

We performed the second harmonic generation (SHG)

microscopy experiment with a diffraction-limited spatial res-

olution. As schematically shown in Fig. 1(c), a fundamental

wave with an 800 nm wavelength is incident on the sample

in a normal incidence, and the second harmonic wave is

detected in a reflection geometry. The fundamental wave is a

femtosecond (�30 fs) laser pulse and has an 80 MHz repeti-

tion rate. Using an objective lens (N.A. 0.75), it is focused

down to 0.7 lm of the 1/e2 width which is characterized by a

scanning with a knife-edge prepared on the film surface.22

Second harmonic light passes through a short pass filter and

a bandpass filter, and is detected by a photomultiplier tube.

Polarization of incident light is set by a half-wave plate, and

that of second harmonic light is analyzed using an additional

polarizer. To monitor in-plane polarization states of the fer-

roelectric domains, we take a normal-incidence geometry

and obtain the anisotropic SHG response as a function of the

sample azimuth. To have the azimuth dependence of each

domain, we fix the sample and instead rotate two polarizing

optics of the wave plate and the analyzer simultaneously, as

schematically shown in Fig. 1(c), whereas their relative

angles are fixed to have parallel (XX) or orthogonal (XY)

polarizations for fundamental and second harmonic waves.

By doing this, we can relatively change the sample azimuth

with respect to the given polarization states without a direct

rotation of the sample and take the rotation angle of the

polarizer or analyzer as the sample azimuth (u).

Figure 1(d) displays an SHG mapping result obtained

for a wide area of 1000� 1000 lm2 at room temperature.

Here, the sample azimuth is set to u ¼ 135� in the XX polar-

ization configuration. In this result, two distinct areas are

clearly resolved with different color contrasts. Actually, each

area corresponds to a 90-degree-ferroelectric domain with

different polarization directions. Figures 1(e) and 1(f) show

a u-dependent SHG intensity in the XX configuration for the

darker and the brighter area, respectively; both exhibit a

two-fold anisotropy, but their major axes are rotated by 90�

from each other. The MC phase of T-BFO allows four types

of stripe patterns composed of nano-sized domains polarized

along horizontal or vertical directions, and a coherent contri-

bution of these nano-domains gives rise to the net polariza-

tion along 45 or 135� as shown in the polar figure.17 In the

SHG process, a measured intensity I(2x) is given propor-

tionally to the second harmonically oscillating polarization

P(2x) as I(2x) / P(2x)2, where x is an angular frequency

of fundamental light. When two different nano-sized

domains are considered, the two different domains contribute

to I(2x) coherently as I(2x) / (P1(2x) þ P2(2x))2, where

P1(2x) and P2(2x) are induced polarizations for each

domain.17 Therefore, we consider that each result in Figs.

1(e) and 1(f) corresponds to the superdomain shown in Figs.

1(g) and 1(h), respectively. Note that the net polarization

direction of the macro-domain is different by 90� from the

major axis of SHG anisotropic patterns, and it is attributable

to a relative strength of the nonlinear susceptibility tensor

components, e.g., larger vxyy than vxxx. Actually, we could fit

the azimuth-dependences displayed in Figs. 1(e) and 1(f) by

considering the coherent polarization contributions from

multi domains having the point group symmetry m, and the

details of the fitting process and the results can be found

elsewhere.17 Note that we do not consider the surface contri-

bution separately as it is expected to have essentially the

same point group symmetry m with the bulk.

We now investigate the evolution of ferroelectric

domains as a function of temperature particularly across the

MC-MA phase transition around 400 K.12,23 Figure 2 displays

temperature-dependent SHG results which exhibit distinct

responses in MC and MA phases. The mapping area in Fig.

2(a) corresponds to a small rectangle marked in Fig. 1(d).

The SHG intensity distribution shows a significant difference

between at 295 K and at 420 K, and this indicates a corre-

sponding change in the domain distribution. We trace the

temperature-dependent changes at three sample positions

FIG. 1. Characterization of the ferroelectric state of a tetragonal-like

BiFeO3 (T-BFO) and domain distribution. (a) AFM image of the T-BFO

thin film on the LaAlO3(001) substrate. (b) In-plane PFM image. The stripe

pattern indicates a 90� ferroelectric domain. (c) Schematic diagram of the

second harmonic generation (SHG) setup with a normal incidence geometry.

The fundamental wave and second harmonic waves are controlled to have

parallel (XX) and perpendicular (XY) polarizations with each other. (d)

Large area (1000 lm� 1000 lm) SHG intensity mapping image with a fixed

azimuth angle u ¼ 135�. (e) and (f) SHG azimuth angle dependence in the

XX configuration for two representative sample positions. (g) and (h)

Ferroelectric domain scheme of the MC phase. Note that the two lobe pat-

terns of azimuth angle dependence reflect the coherent summation of ferro-

electric nano-domains in the MC phases.

052904-2 Roh et al. Appl. Phys. Lett. 113, 052904 (2018)



(S1, S2, and S3) in more detail and examine first S1 of which

azimuth-dependences are shown for the XX (upper) and XY

(lower) configurations in Fig. 2(c). Whereas both XX and XY

configurations are sensitive to the symmetry breaking for the

in-plane polarization, they provide complementary information

by having contributions from different second-order suscepti-

bility components, such as vxxx and vxyy, respectively. In both

configurations, the azimuth-dependence exhibits significant

changes with an increase in temperature. In particular, the

result of the XX configuration shows that the lobe with a maxi-

mal SHG intensity rotates by 90� from u ¼ 45� to u ¼ 135�.
We integrated the SHG intensity over the entire sample azi-

muth and plotted its temperature-dependent values as shown in

Fig. 2(b). The SHG intensity increases abruptly at about 400 K

and exhibits a clear thermal hysteresis indicating a first-order

nature of the MC-MA phase transition. These behaviors are

consistent with the previous reports on the MC-MA phase

transition.23

Actually, we can understand these temperature-

dependent SHG results in terms of the 45-degree-rotation of

the polarization axis upon the MC-MA phase transition. As

aforementioned, each nano-domain at the MC phase has the

polarization axis along 0 or 90�. In the MA phase, the polari-

zation axis of an individual domain becomes rotated to 45 or

135�. The observation of the maximal response along 45�

and 135� in the MC and MA phases, respectively, suggests

that we are probing a superdomain and a single domain for

each phase, respectively. In the MC phase, a single nano-

sized domain is too small to be probed individually, and

hence, it is reasonable to consider the coherent contributions

in the SHG process from each nano-sized domain. Actually,

the clear two-fold anisotropy with a maximal response along

45� is consistent with the polarization axis of the superdo-

main. In the MA phase, on the other hand, the SHG anisot-

ropy axis is consistent with the polarization axis, and hence,

it is reasonable to consider that the single domain is mainly

probed. This means that the effective domain size in the MA

phase should be comparable to the probe beam size, i.e.,

0.7 lm in diameter. One of the interesting points in the MA

phase is that the SHG intensity has non-zero values even at

its minimum. This can also be understood in terms of a large

domain size; when domains are larger than the transverse

coherence length of our probing system which is about

100 nm, two domains contribute to I(2x) incoherently as

I(2x) / P1(2x)2 þ P2(2x)2, and hence, we can expect a

higher chance of a finite value of the minimal SHG intensity

as observed. This understanding of the domain size is consis-

tent with the previous PFM results reporting a larger domain

size in the MA phase than the MC phase which is attributed

to the enhanced domain wall energy in the MA phase.9,23 It

should be noted that the superdomain in the MC phase and

the single domain in the MA phase share four possible polari-

zation directions, and the 90-degree-rotation observed in the

SHG anisotropy can be attributed to one of such pairs of

polarization directions in the MC and MA phases.

Interestingly, there are other spatial points which exhibit

different changes in the SHG responses upon the phase tran-

sition. For the position S2, a maximal SHG response in the

MC phase appears at u¼ 45� just like for the position S1, but

no change in the anisotropy is observed upon the transition

to the MA phase. For the position S3, a maximal response

appears at u¼ 135� in the MC phase, and it is rotated by -90

degrees in the MA phase. Note that in both cases, SHG inten-

sity itself exhibits abrupt changes at about 400 K just like in

S1 [Fig. 2(b)]. These clearly demonstrate that there exists no

definite correlation of ferroelectric polarizations among

domains in the MC and the MA phases, and the evolution of

the ferroelectric domains occurs rather randomly upon the

temperature-dependent phase transition.

For the better understanding of such temperature-

dependent evolution of the domain structures, we traced the

SHG responses upon the repeated thermal cycles crossing

the phase transition temperature. Figure 3 shows SHG map-

ping results at 295 K and 420 K after the repetitive thermal

cycles crossing both MC and MA phases. Although the

domain distribution evolves dramatically at the first heating

process, it remains more or less the same afterwards crossing

the MC-MA phase transitions. We traced the change of azi-

muth angle dependence for three sample positions, i.e., S1,

S2, and S3, and displayed the results obtained in the XX con-

figuration in Fig. 3(b). To better visualize the anisotropy in

the SHG response, we scaled all the curves by normalizing

the SHG intensity with the maximum value of each curve.

This normalization process helps to trace the net polarization

direction of each superdomain upon the thermal cycles. By

the way, it should be emphasized that the SHG intensity

always exhibits an abrupt change upon the phase transition

as in Fig. 2(b). Although each point responds to the first

heating differently as examined in detail in Fig. 2, they

FIG. 2. Domain evolution and ferroelectric polarization reorientation upon

the MC-MA phase transition (a) SHG intensity mapping image at 295 K

(MC-phase) and 420 K (MA-phase). (b) Temperature-dependence of the inte-

grated SHG intensity. (c) Azimuth angle dependence of representative sam-

ple positions S1, S2, and S3 marked in (a). Upper and lower panels are the

results obtained in the parallel (XX) and perpendicular (XY) polarization

configurations for the fundamental and second harmonic waves.

052904-3 Roh et al. Appl. Phys. Lett. 113, 052904 (2018)



commonly exhibit the robust SHG anisotropy, i.e., no change

in the polarization direction during the consecutive thermal

cycles after the first heating. For a given sample position,

this means that the MC-MA phase transition is accompanied

by a random selection of the polarization direction at the first

heating and a deterministic domain reorientation during the

heating and cooling processes after that.

We discuss this random and deterministic domain reori-

entation depending on the thermal history of the sample

based on a simple consideration of the electrostatic energy

cost. In Fig. 4(a), we adopt ferroelectric domain schemes in

MC and MA phases. In the MC phase, in-plane polarization

axes are along the crystallographic principal axis,17 x- or y-

axis. An individual domain size is relatively small, i.e., about

50 nm following Kittel’s law.24,25 Such nano-sized domains

form a superdomain, the size of which is extremely large,

i.e., several hundred micrometers as shown in the PFM

image and also the SHG mapping result. Although the size

of such hierarchical superdomain has been discussed by sev-

eral workers,26,27 its details have not been clearly understood

yet. To understand the domain distribution just after the film

growth as well as the domain evolution in the course of the

first cooling process across the MA-MC transition tempera-

ture, it is desirable to exploit the in-situ capability of the

SHG setup, as demonstrated recently by Luca et al.,28 partic-

ularly with a diffraction-limited spatial resolution. In the MA

phase, the polarization axis becomes rotated by 45�, and still

four possible domains can be considered. Concerning the

domain size of the MA phase, its larger domain wall energy

results in the larger domain size.12 Nevertheless, the domain

size is still smaller than the size of the as-grown

superdomains in the MC phase observed at room tempera-

ture. Therefore, it is expected that the large as-grown super-

domain in the MC phase is divided into smaller single

domains of the MA phase after the first MC-MA phase transi-

tion, and this domain evolution looks like a random selection

of the polarization axis. Interestingly, such domain evolution

involving a random polarization selection occurs over a large

length scale, i.e., even up to millimeter (see also supplemen-

tary material).

After this thermal treatment, the situation becomes

totally different. Whereas four possible domain configura-

tions are possible in both MC and MA phases, each superdo-

main in the MC phase can find a corresponding domain

configuration in the MA phase which both have a common

(net) polarization axis. In this situation, it is naturally

expected that the MC-MA phase transition should occur

between a pair of such domain configurations since it would

require the minimal energy cost upon the polarization rota-

tion as schematically demonstrated in Fig. 4(b) where the

free energy landscape is plotted for the superdomain and a

single domain in the MC and MA phases, respectively. This

should look like a deterministic selection of the polarization

axis upon the MC-MA phase transitions. This process is pos-

sibly attributed also to the similar sizes of the superdomain

FIG. 3. Deterministic polarization reorientation and domain evolution upon

the phase transitions. (a) SHG intensity mapping images taken along with

the repeated thermal processes. (b) Azimuth angle dependence of the sample

positions S1, S2, and S3 in the MC and MA phases. Blue and green series

colors indicate the MC phase, and red series colors (red and orange) indicate

the MA phase.

FIG. 4. Domain configurations and free energy landscapes in the MC and

MA phases. (a) Schematic diagram showing ferroelectric domain structures

of MC and MA phases. In the MC phase, a superdomain structure is dis-

played, the size of which eventually becomes comparable to that of the sin-

gle domain in the MA phase. Note that the diagonally bisect line in the MC

phase indicates the conventional single domain size (�50 nm). For the first

heating (black arrow) from the MC phase, the polarization could be reor-

iented randomly to all possible polarization states of the MA phase.

Afterwards, the phase transition is accompanied by a determinant reorienta-

tion of the ferroelectric polarization. (b) and (c) Free energy landscapes at

MC and MA phases given with parameters of in-plane polarizations of the

superdomain (PMC

X and PMC

Y ) and a single domain (pMA
x and pMA

y ) in the MC

and MA phase, respectively.
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in the MC phase and the single-domain in the MA phase,

which is not the case for the MC phase superdomain before

the first heating run.

In summary, we have investigated ferroelectric domain

evolutions upon the MC-MA phase transition in the strained

BiFeO3 thin film via optical second harmonic generation

(SHG) microscopy. The SHG anisotropy appears distinctly

in the MC and MA phase of which transition occurs at about

400 K. While the SHG result of the MC phase is understood

by the superdomain structure which is composed of intrinsic

nano-sized domains, the result in the MA phase is contributed

to by a relatively large-sized individual domain. Upon the

repetitive thermal cycles, we found that the polarization

selection at the given sample position is made deterministi-

cally crossing the MC-MA phase transitions and could under-

stand these behaviors in terms of the free energy landscape

sharing the energy minimum at the same polarization direc-

tion for the superdomain in the MC phase and the single

domain in the MA phase. Although we have considered only

the bulk contribution in this discussion, it might be necessary

to include the surface contribution to the observed SHG

response and also to the domain evolution. We expect that

these one-to-one correspondences of domain structures

belonging to two different ferroelectric states could be fur-

ther explored to realize nano-sized logic devices with a high

reliability.

See supplementary material for the large area

(500 lm� 200 lm) SHG intensity mapping image of ferro-

electric domain evolution.
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